CUNY made a multi-million dollar settlement in a class action sexual discrimination case spearheaded by long-time union activist, Lilia Melani.


Irwin Polishook (center) and Irwin Yellowitz (sunglasses) and his daughter are among the marchers, 1982.

Solidarity with striking cafeteria workers at the College of Staten Island

PSC and others at the 1986 AFT convention join picket line in support of striking Chicago Tribune workers. Left to right: Irwin Yellowitz, Irwin Polishook, Belle Zeller and Al Bachman.

1982 bargaining session. Left to right: Geraldine Chapey, Claude Campbell, Arnold Cantor, Harold Wilson and Belle Zeller

Solidarity with striking cafeteria workers at the College of Staten Island

Registrars confer about union issues: Peter Hoberman, Peter Jonas, Mary Bryce and Greg Wist.

Meeting at LaGuardia Community College: Arnold Cantor (with pipe), Irwin Polishook (center) and John Hyland (in turtleneck).

Betty Shabazz (Medgar Evers College) and Irwin Polishook

Registrars confer about union issues: Peter Hoberman, Peter Jonas, Mary Bryce and Greg Wist.

A 1989 Clarion spread on the tenth anniversary of the credit union.